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Abstract: In a recent paper we have described an optical implementation of a measure-once one-way
quantum finite automaton recognizing a well-known family of unary periodic languages, accepting
words not in the language with a given error probability. To process input words, the automaton
exploits the degree of polarization of single photons and, to reduce the acceptance error probability, a
technique of confidence amplification using the photon counts is implemented. In this paper, we
show that the performance of this automaton may be further improved by using strategies that
suitably consider both the orthogonal output polarizations of the photon. In our analysis, we also
take into account how detector dark counts may affect the performance of the automaton.
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1. Introduction
In the recent years, quantum computers have eventually leaped out of the laboratories [1] and become accessible to a still growing community interested in investigating their
actual potentialities. Nevertheless, a full-featured quantum computer is still far from being
built. However, it is reasonable to think of classical computers exploiting some quantum
components. In this framework, quantum finite automata [2,3]—theoretical models for
quantum machines with finite memory—may play a key role, as they model small-size
quantum computational devices that can be embedded in classical ones. Among possible
models, the so-called measure-once one-way quantum finite automaton [4,5] is the simplest, and it has been shown to be the most promising for a physical realization [6]. In fact,
restricted models of computation, such as quantum versions of finite automata, have been
theoretically studied [7–9] and, very recently, experimentally investigated [6,10].
In [6], a measure-once one-way quantum finite automaton recognizing a well-known
family of unary periodic languages [4], namely, languages Lm , has been implemented
using quantum optical technology [11,12]. In our implementation, a given input word is
accepted by the automaton, with a given error probability, whenever a single photon arrives
at the output of the device with a specific polarization. In particular, the experimental
realization, based on the manipulation of single-photon polarization and photodetection,
has demonstrated the possibility of building small quantum computational component to
be embedded in more sophisticated and precise quantum finite automata or also in other
computational systems and approaches [13–15]. Albeit the photonic automaton realized
in [6] is fed with single photons, it works in a regime where polarized laser pulses (coherent
states) are enough, up to detecting the intensity of the output signals instead of counting
the number of photons successfully passing through the device with a given polarization
(see in [6] for details).
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In this paper, we propose an enhanced version of our photonic automaton mentioned
above, where, to further reduce the acceptance error probability, we consider not only the
photons with the “correct” polarization, but also the other ones. To achieve this goal, the use
of single-photon techniques turns out to be crucial, such as the detection of coincidence
count to reduce the dark-count rate of the photodetectors [16]. Analytical and numerical
results, supported by simulated experiments, show that the enhanced version allows to
reduce the error probability by orders of magnitude compared to the previous version,
or, analogously, to drastically reduce the mean number of photons needed to achieve the
same performance.
The paper is structured as follows. As our work requires some previous knowledge
from Theoretical Computer Science about formal languages and finite automata, Section 2
is devoted to introduce the reader to these topics, providing the relevant motivations.
In Section 3, we briefly review basics of formal language theory and the definition of a
measure-once one-way quantum finite automaton. Section 4 describes the implementation
of the measure-once one-way quantum finite automaton based on the polarization of single
photons, linear optical elements, and photodetectors. In Section 5, we explain how to
improve the confidence of the obtained measure-once one-way quantum finite automaton
by processing the number of counts at the detectors. We also introduce new strategies that
reduce the error probability, namely, the probability that a “wrong” word is accepted by
the automaton or a “correct” word is rejected. The numerical results and the simulated
experiments are reported in Section 6. We close the paper with some concluding remarks
in Section 7.
2. Formal Languages, Finite Automata, and Quantum Computing
In this section, we would like to expand on motivations that have been driving our
research covered by the present contribution and the previous one in [6]. The aim of our
work, that bridges between Theoretical Computer Science and Experimental Quantum
Optics, has been and is to show that a quantum computing device with finite memory is
physically realizable by means of photonics, using a very limited amount of “quantum
hardware”. To the best of our knowledge, our physical implementation, described here
and in [6], of a quantum finite automaton for language acceptation is the first proposed in
the literature. Thus, we have shown how the quantum behaviour of microscopic systems
can actually represent a computational resource, as theoretically established within the
discipline of Quantum Computing. From this perspective, the simple language Lm , introduced in the next section and for which we build our photonic quantum finite automaton,
is not really the point here. Instead, the point is the concrete creation of a programmable
fully quantum computer with finite memory.
With this being said, we would also like to quickly comment on the language Lm from
a Theoretical Computer Science viewpoint. Notwithstanding its simplicity, the language
Lm plays a crucial role in Descriptional Complexity Theory (see, e.g., in [17–21]), the area
of Formal Language Theory in which the size of computational models is investigated.
In particular, a well-consolidated trend in Descriptional Complexity is devoted to study
the size of several types of finite automata. The reader is referred to, e.g., the work in [22]
for extensive presentations of automata theory. Very roughly speaking, the hardware of a
(one-way) finite automaton A features a read-only input tape consisting of a sequence of
cells, each one being able to store an input symbol. The tape is scanned by an input head
always moving one position right at each step. At each time during the computation of A,
a finite state control is in a state from a finite set Q. Some of the states in Q are designated
as accepting states, while a state q0 ∈ Q is a designated initial state. The computation
of A on a word (i.e., a finite sequence of symbols) ω from a given input alphabet begins
by having (i) ω stored symbol by symbol, left to right, in the cells of the input tape; (ii)
the input head scanning the leftmost tape cell; and (iii) the finite state control being in the
state q0 . In a move, A reads the symbol below the input head and, depending on such a
symbol and the state of the finite state control, it switches to the next state according to
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a fixed transition function and moves the input head one position forward. We say that
A accepts ω whenever it enters an accepting state after scanning the rightmost symbol
of ω; otherwise, A rejects ω. The language accepted by A consists of all the input words
accepted by A.
The one described so far is the original model of a finite automaton, called deterministic. Several variants of such an original model have been introduced and studied in
the literature, sharing the same hardware but different dynamics. Therefore, we have
nondeterministic, probabilistic and, recently, quantum finite automata (see, e.g., in [23–25]).
Furthermore, two-way automata are studied, where the input head can move back and
forth on the input tape.
Finite automata represent a formidable theoretical model used in the design and
analysis of several devices such as the control units for vending machines, elevators, traffic
lights, combination locks, etc. Particularly important is the use of finite automata in
very large-scale integration (VLSI) design, namely, in the project of sequential networks
which are the building blocks of modern computers and digital systems. Very roughly
speaking, a sequential network is a boolean circuit equipped with memory. Engineering
a sequential network typically requires modeling its behaviour with a finite automaton
whose number of states directly influences the amount of hardware (i.e., the number of logic
gates) employed in the electronic realization of the sequential network. From this point of
view, having fewer states in the modeling finite automaton directly results in employing
smaller hardware which, in turn, means having less energy absorption and fewer cooling
problems. These “physical” considerations, that are of paramount importance given
the current level of digital device miniaturization, have led to define the size of a finite
automaton as the number of its states. In particular, reducing or increasing the number
of states is studied, when using different computational paradigms (e.g., deterministic,
nondeterministic, probabilistic, quantum, one-way, and two-way) on a finite automaton to
perform a given task. Here, is where our simple language Lm comes into play. In fact, this
language is universally used as a benchmark to emphasize the succinctness of several types
of automata. Several results in the literature shows that accepting Lm on classical models
of finite state automata is particularly size-consuming (i.e., it requires a great number of
states), while only two basis states are enough on quantum finite automata, as we will see
in the next section.
Modular design frameworks have been theoretically proposed [7–9], where more
reliable and sophisticated quantum automata can be built by suitably composing (see,
e.g., in [26]) easy-to-obtain variants of the quantum automaton for Lm . Hence, our work
provides crucial and concrete quantum components for such frameworks, and suggest investigating a physical implementation of some automata composition laws. More generally,
the Krohn–Rhodes decomposition theorem [27] states that any classical finite automaton
can be simulated by composing very “simple” finite automata: one of these simple automata is exactly the one for Lm . From this perspective, our photonic quantum automaton
could be hardwired into “hybrid” architectures joining classical and quantum components
to build very succinct finite state devices operating in environments where dimension and
energy absorption are particularly critical issues (e.g., drone or robot-based systems [28]).
3. Measure-Once One-Way Quantum Finite Automaton
Here, we briefly overview the main concepts on automata and formal language
theory. We refer the interested reader to any of the standard books on these subjects
(see, e.g., in [22]), as well as to our contribution [6].
An alphabet is any finite set Σ of elements called symbols. A word on Σ is any
sequence σ1 σ2 · · · σn with σi ∈ Σ. The set of all words on Σ is denoted by Σ∗ . A language L
on Σ is any subset of Σ∗ , i.e., L ⊆ Σ∗ . If |Σ| = 1, we say that Σ is a unary alphabet,
and languages on unary alphabets are called unary languages. In case of unary alphabets,
we customarily let Σ = { a} so that a unary language is any set L ⊆ a∗ . We let ak be the
unary word obtained by concatenating k times the symbol a.
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In what follows, we will be interested in the unary language Lm defined as
Lm = { ak | k ∈ N and k(mod m) = 0}.

(1)

This language is rather famous in the realm of automata theory, since it has proven
particularly “size-consuming” to be accepted by several models of classical automata, as
the number of needed states increases with m [6]. The reader may find a deep investigation
on this fact in the literature [22,29–31]. On the other hand, as presented in [6], very
succinct measure-once one-way quantum finite automata (1qfa’s, from now on) may be
designed and physically realized for Lm . Let us now sketch the main ingredients for a 1qfa
accepting Lm .
If we consider the two orthogonal states | H i = (1, 0) and |V i = (0, 1), the 1qfa is
defined as (here we use the formalism based on the Dirac’s notation; the analysis based on
a more general formalism can be found in [6])
n
o
A1 = | H i, Um , P H
(2)
where | H i represents the initial state, the unitary operation applied by the automaton upon
processing any input symbol a is defined as
Um = exp(−iθm σy )

=

(3)

cos θm

sin θm

− sin θm

cos θm

!
.

(4)

with θm = π/m and σy the Pauli matrix, while P H = | H ih H | is the projector onto the
mono-dimensional accepting subspace spanned by | H i. The probability pA1 ( ak ) that the
1qfa A1 accepts the word ak writes as
k
pA1 ( ak ) = p H ( ak ) ≡ |h H |Um
| H i|2
(
=1
2
= cos (kθm ) →
≤ cos2 θm

(5)
k(mod m) = 0
otherwise.

(6)

Therefore, the 1qfa A1 perfectly recognizes the word ak ∈ Lm , as we can set a cut
point λ and an isolation ρ to the following values (see in [6] for details on accepting languages
with isolated cut point)
λ=

1 + cos2 θm
2

and

ρ=

1 − cos2 θm
.
2

(7)

However, A1 may also recognize an input word not in Lm with a non-null probability.
In the following, we let ak1 with k1 (mod m) = 1 any of the word with the highest
probability of erroneously being accepted, i.e., cos2 θm , which tends to 1 as m gets large.
This can be seen also by the fact that ρ → 0 as m increases.
As matter of fact, we can also introduce the following 1qft, where we still consider
the initial state | H i, but, at the output, we focus on the final projection involving the state
|V i, namely
o
n

A2 = | H i, Um , I − PV ,

(8)

where PV = |V ihV |. Indeed, A2 is formally equivalent to A1 , as I − PV ≡ P H . In fact,
the probability of accepting a word is now given by
(
=1
k (mod m) = 0
k
V k
p A2 ( a ) = 1 − p ( a ) →
(9)
2
≤ cos θm otherwise
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that is the same as in Equation (6), as one may expect. Nevertheless, we show in the next
section that the two are
not equivalent in a photonic implementation for reasons that will
input
be clear soon.
k

a

4. Photonic Implementation
of P
the 1qfa
⇣
<latexit sha1_base64="zvI4X68r0N9SOUL9yUMysVrvsdA=">AAAB+XicbVA9SwNBFNyLXzF+RS1tFoNgEcKdCGoXsLGM4CWBJIR3m3fJkr29Y3dPiCG/wVZLO7H111j5V9xcrtDEgYVhZh7v7QSJ4Nq47pdTWFvf2Nwqbpd2dvf2D8qHR00dp4qhz2IRq3YAGgWX6BtuBLYThRAFAlvB+Hbutx5RaR7LBzNJsBfBUPKQMzBW8rtPaKBfrrg1NwNdJV5OKiRHo1/+7g5ilkYoDROgdSfkEkTVS6qGR6h7UxQalOFM4KzUTTUmwMYwxI6lErJEdvmMnlllQMNY2ScNzdTfE1OItJ5EgU1GYEZ62ZuL/3md1ITXvSmXSWpQssWiMBXUxHReAx1whcyIiSXAFLe3UjYCBczYskq2EW/5/6ukeVHz3Jp3f1mp3+TdFMkJOSXnxCNXpE7uSIP4hBFOnskLeXWmzpvz7nwsogUnnzkmf+B8/gApL5Ql</latexit>

Um

<latexit sha1_base64="Ld3AnrRzDaJSXqW63rWrqWph6mE=">AAAB9XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCGFXBLUL2FgmYB6QBJmd3E2GzM4uM7NKCPkCWy3txNbvsfJXnN1soYkHBg7nnMu9c/xYcG1c98sprK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo7aOEsWwxSIRqa5PNQousWW4EdiNFdLQF9jxJ7ep33lEpXkk7800xkFIR5IHnFFjpWbjoVxxa24Gskq8nFQgh81/94cRS0KUhgmqdS/gkoqqF1cND1EPZig0VYYzgfNSP9EYUzahI+xZKmmWyK6ekzOrDEkQKfukIZn6e2JGQ62noW+TITVjveyl4n9eLzHB9WDGZZwYlGyxKEgEMRFJKyBDrpAZMbWEMsXtrYSNqaLM2KJKthFv+f+rpH1R89ya17ys1G/ybopwAqdwDh5cQR3uoAEtYIDwDC/w6jw5b86787GIFpx85hj+wPn8AdNHkj0=</latexit>
<latexit

0 (not accepted)

A photonic implementation of the 1qfa described in the previous section was proposed
and demonstrated in [6]. Figure 1 depicts(accepted)
the main elements of the enhanced version of the
automata we will describe in the following.
<latexit sha1_base64="vro+HC5X3uBmlZXwQnkuLgDcpMo=">AAAB93icbVA9SwNBFHwXv2L8ilraLAbBIoQ7EdQuYGMZ0UsCSQh7m3fJkr29Y3dPCCE/wVZLO7H151j5V9xcrtDEgYVhZh7v7QSJ4Nq47pdTWFvf2Nwqbpd2dvf2D8qHR00dp4qhz2IRq3ZANQou0TfcCGwnCmkUCGwF49u533pCpXksH80kwV5Eh5KHnFFjpQe/H/XLFbfmZiCrxMtJBXI0+uXv7iBmaYTSMEG17oRcUlH1kqrhEereFIWmynAmcFbqphoTysZ0iB1LJc0S2d0zcmaVAQljZZ80JFN/T0xppPUkCmwyomakl725+J/XSU143ZtymaQGJVssClNBTEzmJZABV8iMmFhCmeL2VsJGVFFmbFUl24i3/P9V0ryoeW7Nu7+s1G/ybopwAqdwDh5cQR3uoAE+MBjCM7zAqzNx3px352MRLTj5zDH8gfP5A2WzkyI=</latexit>

A

1

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="TSsqHPA+YhM7m0GZ7G5l+0PnOkc=">AAAB93icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAgWIeyq+OgCNpYRzQOSGGYnd5Mhs7PLzKwQQj7BVks7sfVzrPwVJ5stNPHAwOGcc7l3jh8Lro3rfjlLyyura+u5jfzm1vbObmFvv66jRDGssUhEqulTjYJLrBluBDZjhTT0BTb84c3Ubzyh0jySD2YUYyekfckDzqix0n31sd4tFN2ym4IsEi8jRchQ7Ra+272IJSFKwwTVuhVwSUXJi0uGh6g7YxSaKsOZwEm+nWiMKRvSPrYslTRNpHdPyLFVeiSIlH3SkFT9PTGmodaj0LfJkJqBnvem4n9eKzHBVWfMZZwYlGy2KEgEMRGZlkB6XCEzYmQJZYrbWwkbUEWZsVXlbSPe/P8XSf207F2Uz+7Oi5XrrJscHMIRnIAHl1CBW6hCDRj04Rle4NUZOW/Ou/Mxiy452cwB/IHz+QM615MN</latexit>

k rotators of
polarisation

detector

V

PV
<latexit sha1_base64="k3C2IX6S3b+q9xOJzIMIA671rDY=">AAAB93icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwUUqi4mNXcNNlRfuAtpbJ9KYdOpmEmYkQSj/BrS7diVs/x5W/4jTNQlsPDBzOOZd753gRZ0o7zpeVW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd294r7B00VxpJig4Y8lG2PKORMYEMzzbEdSSSBx7HljW9nfusJpWKheNBJhL2ADAXzGSXaSPf1x1q/WHIqTgp7mbgZKUGGer/43R2ENA5QaMqJUh2fCcLLblTWLEDVmyBXRGpGOU4L3VhhROiYDLFjqCBpIr17ap8YZWD7oTRPaDtVf09MSKBUEngmGRA9UoveTPzP68Tav+5NmIhijYLOF/kxt3Voz0qwB0wi1TwxhFDJzK02HRFJqDZVFUwj7uL/l0nzrOJeVs7vLkrVm6ybPBzBMZyCC1dQhRrUoQEUhvAML/BqJdab9W59zKM5K5s5hD+wPn8AJOmS/w==</latexit>

|Hi
<latexit sha1_base64="Og//1f+WV2KAZ+DPF2Ch1/bFJa8=">AAAB/3icbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCGFXBLUL2KSMYB6QhDA7uZsMmZ1dZmaFEFP4EbZa2omtn2LlrzjZbKGJBwYO55zLvXP8WHBtXPfLya2tb2xu5bcLO7t7+wfFw6OmjhLFsMEiEam2TzUKLrFhuBHYjhXS0BfY8se3c7/1gErzSN6bSYy9kA4lDzijxkqdR1IjXUXlUGC/WHIrbgqySryMlCBDvV/87g4iloQoDRNU607AJRVlLy4bHqLuTVFoqgxnAmeFbqIxpmxMh9ixVNI0kd4/I2dWGZAgUvZJQ1L198SUhlpPQt8mQ2pGetmbi/95ncQE170pl3FiULLFoiARxERkXgYZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxlZWsI14y/9fJc2LiudWvLvLUvUm6yYPJ3AK5+DBFVShBnVoAIMInuEFXp0n5815dz4W0ZyTzRzDHzifP+CPlio=</latexit>

cos(k✓m )|Hi + sin(k✓m )|V i
<latexit sha1_base64="68X7U9eAU5aPtt03J/HkY6S778o=">AAACJHicbVDJSgNBEO2Je9xGPXppDEJECDMqKngRvXhUMAtkQujpVJImPT1Dd40QYj7Gi7/ixYMLHrz4LXYWQRMfFDzeq6KqXphIYdDzPp3MzOzc/MLiUnZ5ZXVt3d3YLJk41RyKPJaxroTMgBQKiihQQiXRwKJQQjnsXA788h1oI2J1i90EahFrKdEUnKGV6u5ZwGND850A24CsHu3Re3pFA81USwLdp4ERasIu/dh1N+cVvCHoNPHHJEfGuK67b0Ej5mkECrlkxlR9L8Faj2kUXEI/G6QGEsY7rAVVSxWLwNR6wyf7dNcqDdqMtS2FdKj+nuixyJhuFNrOiGHbTHoD8T+vmmLztNYTKkkRFB8taqaSYkwHidGG0MBRdi1hXAt7K+VtphlHm2vWhuBPvjxNSgcF/7hweHOUO78Yx7FItskOyROfnJBzckWuSZFw8kCeyAt5dR6dZ+fd+Ri1ZpzxzBb5A+frG4L+ouc=</latexit>

single photon
source

H

PH

detector

polarizing beam splitter (PBS)

Figure 1. Scheme of the photonic implementation of the 1qfa highlighting the main involved optical
elements. See the text for details.

The state of the automaton is encoded in the polarization of single photons, and the
Hilbert space is H = span{| H i, |V i}. A single photon source generates a horizontalpolarized state, | H i, which is sent to k rotators of polarization, ak being the input word to
be processed. Each rotator corresponds to a unitary rotation of an amount θm , which is
thus language-dependent. After the rotators, the single photon state reads

|kθm i = cos(kθm )| H i + sin(kθm )|V i

(10)

and it is sent to a polarizing beam splitter (PBS; see Figure 1) that reflects the vertical
polarization component and transmits the horizontal one. Finally, two photodetectors
placed after the PBS realize the projective measure of P H and PV . As the reader can see,
the scheme is almost the same of that proposed in [6], but here we will implement a new
inference strategy exploiting the outcomes from both the detectors.
As we observed in the previous section, the automata A1 and A2 accept with certainty
a word ak that belongs to Lm . However, there is a high probability that an incorrect word,
such as ak1 with k1 mod m 6= 0 can be accepted, as we can see from Equations (6) and (9).
Therefore, strategies based on a single-photon shot may not be the optimal way to recognize
an arbitrary word ak .
5. Confidence Amplification: An Enhanced Strategy
To reduce the probability of error, we can adopt a technique of confidence amplification
as also proposed in [6], namely, we sent a mean number of photons h Nc i and we count the
number of click Ncx (k ) at the photodetector x = H, V, see Figure 1. Therefore, the observed
detection frequency at detector x = H, V for an input word ak will be
f kx =

Ncx (k ) h Nc i1 x
−−−−→ pAi=1,2 ( ak ) .
h Nc i

(11)

Thereafter, we turn our problem into that of discriminating among the corresponding
detection frequencies and, in particular, we can focus on those related to k = 0 (or, equiva-
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lently, k mod m = 0) and k = 1 (or, more in general, k mod m = 1), since if k > 1 one
has f kH < f 1H ( f kV > f 1V ). To implement this strategy, we set a threshold frequency as

x
f th
=

f 0x + f 1x
2



1 + f 1H



2
=
 fV


 1
2

x = H,
(12)
x = V,

where f 1H ( f 1V ) is the highest (lowest) frequency of erroneously accepted words ak1 , while
f 0H ( f 0V ) is the frequency corresponding to the correct word. In this formula, we have
distinguished the two different strategies: for the H detector, f 0H = 1, as the corresponding
photon will always be detected; instead, for the V detector, f 0V = 0, as no photon is detected
H
when the word belongs to Lm . Therefore, the strategy is to accept the word if f kH > f th
V
V
H
H
V
V
( f k < f th ) and reject it if f k < f th ( f k > f th ). From now on, we will refer to these strategies
as “H strategy” and “V strategy”, respectively.
In an ideal scenario, namely, without fluctuations in the sent number of photons, it is
clear that the two approaches are complementary and yield to the same conclusion, as the
single detections in H and V are perfectly correlated. Moreover, given that only the words
ak ∈ Lm satisfy the condition f k > f th , with this strategy we have a zero error probability,
H (N V ) is strictly positive
provided that h Nc i is large enough such that the integer part of Nth
th
H
V
(negative) than Nc (k1 ) (Nc (k1 )), i.e., we have the conditions
k  h N i(1 + cos2 θ )  j
k
c
m
H
Nth
=
> h Nc i cos2 θm ,
2
%
$
j
j
k
k
h Nc i sin2 θm
V
< h Nc i sin2 θm .
Nth =
2

j

(13)
(14)

In Figure 2 (black lines and dots), we report the minimum values of h Nc i such that the
last two inequalities hold.
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Figure 2. Black line and dots: minimum value h Nc imin such that Equation (13) (left plot) and
Equation (14) (right plot) are satisfied as a function of m in the absence of dark counts (Ndc = 0).
Red line and dots (Ndc = 50), blue line and dot (Ndc = 100): minimum vale h Nc imin such that
Equation (22) (left plot) and Equation (23) (right plot) are satisfied. Notice the different scaling for
the y-axis.

In a realistic scenario, the photo-detection is influenced by two distinct noisy effects
that can affect the error probability. The first is that the number of detected photons follows
a Poisson distribution [32], that is, we have
Poi(n; µ) =

µn e−µ
n!

(15)
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that is, the probability of detect n photons depends on the average number of detected
photons µ. How this affects the error probability has been thoroughly addressed both
theoretically and experimentally in [6].
The second effect that we should consider in order to apply our enhanced strategy is
due to the dark counts, namely, the random counts registered by the detector without any
incident light on it. Being still related to the detection process, also the dark counts follow a
Poissonian distribution, whose mean h Ndc i depends on the particular detector one choose
to use. In a typical quantum optics experiment, the dark-count rate ranges from tens to
hundreds of photons per second, but this number can be drastically reduced by using
coincidence counting techniques [16], up to making this effect negligible. For instance,
in the implementation in [6] the dark counts where only 0.001% of the effective coincidence
counts. As the dark counts occurs randomly, we cannot distinguish between a dark
count and signal one. Therefore, the probability of detecting N photon in the H or V
photodetector for a word ak is finally given by
Pkx ( N ) =

+∞ +∞

∑ ∑

n =0 m =0

Poi(n; η x )Poi(m; h Ndc i)δn+m,N

(16)

= Poi( N; µkx )

(17)

where η H = h Nc i cos2 (kθm ) and η V = h Nc i sin2 (kθm ), while we have defined the overall
mean number of detected photons as
µkH = h Nc i cos2 (kθm ) + h Ndc i

and

2
µV
k = h Nc i sin ( kθm ) + h Ndc i.

(18)

As we noticed above, the dark count rate is usually very small with respect to the
detected count rate of the signal. Therefore, for the H detector which detects the higher
number of photons, see Equation (18), they are relevant only when h Nc i ∼ h Ndc i. On the
contrary, for the V detector, detecting the lower number of photons, their role is fundamental in determining the performance of the photonic automaton, as µV
m = µdc = h Ndc i.
This is the main difference between the two strategies: in the first, we need to distinguish
H = h N i + h N i and µ H , while in the secbetween two finite mean numbers of photon µm
c
dc
k
1

ond case, we need to distinguish between the noise due to dark counts, being µV
m = h Ndc i,
and µV
.
However,
to
assess
the
performance
of
second
strategy
with
respect
the
first one,
k1
we need to evaluate the probability of errors in the two cases.
Let us first find the threshold values in the two different strategy. We need to find the
intersection between two Poissonian distributions for a word belong to Lm and a word
ak1 with highest probability of being erroneously being accepted, as show in Figure 3.
x ; µ x ) = Poi( N x ; µ x ), where x = H, V, we find an exact solution for
By imposing Poi( Nth
1
th m
x
Nth given by (see the vertical dashed line in Figure 3)
x
Nth
=

x − µx
µm
k

1

x − ln µ x
ln µm
k

.

(19)

1

To highlight the dark counts effects, we introduce the ratio η = h Ndc i/h Nc i, and we have
H
Nth
=

h Nc i sin2 θm
,
ln(1 + η ) − ln(cos2 θm + η )

(20)

V
Nth
=

h Nc i sin2 θm

.
ln sin2 θm + η − ln(η )

(21)

In our framework, the accepting problem is introduced as binary discrimination
between the correct word and the word with the highest probability of error. However,
in the photonic realization of the automata [6], when the number of input photons is small
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and m is large, also word with larger k(mod m) may contribute to the error. For this reason,
like in the ideal case, we establish the minimum number of input photon h Nc imin which
are necessary to faithfully consider the problem as binary discrimination.
����

Poi(n; μkV )

Poi(n; μkH)

�����
�����
�����
�����
���

���

���

���

n

���

���

���

����
����
����
����
�

���

��

���

n

���

���

���

Figure 3. Probability density function of the Poissonian distribution in Equation (17) for the H detector (left plot) and the V detector (right plot) for h Nc i = 500, Ndc = 100 and m = 11. The probability
H
of error in Equations (25) and (29) are, respectively, pV
e = 0.034 (V detector) and pe = 0.205 (H
detector). The gray dashed line is the threshold values in Equation (19). The values of the involved
parameters have been chosen to better highlight the investigated effect.

To have faithfully binary discrimination the fluctuations due to the word with the
second-largest probability of error, i.e., a word ak2 with k2 (mod m) = 2, must be much
larger than the fluctuations due to the correct word, where here for “large” we mean at least
two standard deviations. In this way, the discrimination can be considered only between
the words am and ak1 . In the case of a Poissonian random variable, the standard deviation
is the square root of the mean for Poissonian random variables. Hence, we have the two
conditions, respectively, for the H and V detector
µkH2 + 2

q

H
µkH < µm
−2

q

H,
µm

(22)

q
√
µ Dc + 2 µ Dc < µV
µV
−
2
k2
k .

(23)

2

2

In the first one we ask that the fluctuations due to the word with the second largest probability of error, i.e., a word k2 with k2 (mod m) = 2 are much larger than the fluctuations due
to dark counts. In a similar way, we define the threshold for the horizontal detector. These
equations can be solved for h Nc i and set a lower bounds for it such that the probability of
error can be evaluated in term of a binary discrimination problem, as shown in Figure 2
(red and blue lines and points) .
Now, we can evaluate the probability of error for the two strategies. Indeed, this is
equal to
pex = p( ak1 ) p x ( ak1 → am ) + p( am ) p x ( am → ak1 ),
(24)

where we have denoted p x ( ai → a j ) as the probability of detecting the word ai as a j by the
detector x = H, V. As we have no a priori knowledge on the input word we set the prior
probabilities p( ak1 ) = p( am ) = 1/2, and for the V detector we obtain
 V
V
b Nth c (µV )n e−µk1
1
k1
PeV =  ∑
+
2 n =0
n!

+∞

∑

V +1
n=b Nth
c


n e−µdc
µdc

n!

(25)

 V
 V
"
#
Γ( Nth
+ 1, µdc ) − Γ( Nth
+ 1, µV
1
k1 )
 V
=
1−
2
Nth !

(26)

"
#
Z Nc sin2 θm + N
NV
dc e − t t b th c
1
 V  dt ,
=
1−
2
Nth !
Ndc

(27)
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where Γ( a, x ) is the incomplete Gamma function
Γ( a, x ) =

Z +∞
x

e−t t a−1 dt.

(28)

Analogously, we may evaluate the probability of error for the detection of a horizontally polarized photon, i.e.,
PeH

 H
b N c H n −µmH
1  th (µm
) e
=
+
∑
2 n =0
n!

(µkH1 )n e

+∞
n=b

∑

H
Nth

c +1

n!

−µkH

1


.

(29)

Eventually, we can introduce a third strategy that combines the two described so far:
for each beam of photon, we propose to measure both the H and V polarization and to
combine the results so obtained. From a theoretical point of view, this is equivalent to the
automata presented before, as in the ideal case the two detectors perfectly agree, i.e., one
sees the photon and the other one does not see it. However, in the non-ideal case, noisy
fluctuations affect photodetection. As the fluctuations in the H detector are independent
from the one in the V detector, the probability of erroneously accepting it by looking at
both H and V is given as
J

p e = p ( a k 1 ) p H ( a k 1 → a m ) pV ( a k 1 → a m ) + p ( a m ) p H ( a m → a k 1 ) pV ( a m → a k 1 )

(30)

where J here stands for joint.
6. Numerical Results and Simulations
The comparison of the three strategies is reported in Figure 4. We see that the V
strategy outperforms the H strategy for all the possible values of input photon, reaching
almost a negligible error for approximately an order of magnitude less than the H strategy.
J
The joint strategy realizes a further enhancement, even though the pe approaches 0 with
V
the same order of magnitude of h Nc i as pe . We have also reported the solution for
the inequalities (22) and (23) as a point along the corresponding line: for smaller value,
the probabilities of error are not reliable as the contribution of the words with larger
k(mod m) is not negligible. In addition, increasing the average number of dark counts
slightly increases the probability of error for all the strategies considered, even though no
significant effects are detected for the considered range of values of h Ndc i.
In Figure 5, we show the number of counts at the H and V detectors from a simulated
experiment. We can see a significant reduction of the fluctuations in the V detector, which
is also marked by the significant difference in the probability of error peH and pV
e . The main
reason is that the counts in the V detector are affected only by the randomness due to the
dark counts (if present), while in the H detector the expected number of photons contributes
to the randomness of the outcomes as well. We have also reported the results for words of
length k(mod m) = 2, which are are significantly separated from Ncx (m) and Ncx (k1 ) as the
value of h Nc i considered is much larger than the threshold given in (22) and (23).
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Figure 4. Probability of error for the different strategies as functions of the average number of input photon h Nc i in a semi-log plot. Red line: m = 5; blue line: m = 11; green
line m = 23. (Top panels): H (solid lines) and V (dashed lines) strategies in the absence of dark
counts (left) and for h Ndc i = 100 (right). (Bottom panel): joint strategy in the case h Ndc i = 100.
The dots on the lines refer to the threshold values evaluated according to (22) and (23). See the text
for details.
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Figure 5. Simulation of Ncx (k) for the horizontal (left) and vertical (right) automata as a function of
the experimental run number (Rep). Green dot: k = m = 11, i.e., k(mod m) = 0; red dot: k = 12,
x . We considered
i.e., k(mod m) = 1; orange dot: k = 13, i.e., k(mod m) = 2; black dashed line: Nth
h Ndc i = 100 and h Nc i = 500 (the same parameters of Figure 3). The probabilities of error given
H
in Equations (25) and (29) are respectively pV
e = 0.034 and pe = 0.205. The minimum number of
H
min
input h Nc i for the H detector, solution of (22), is h Nc i
= 238, while for V, solution of (23), is
h NcV imin = 151.

7. Conclusions
In this work, we have presented an enhanced photonic implementation of 1qfa for the
recognition of unary language that significantly improves the performance obtained by
the one originally proposed in [6]. The protocol uses the polarization degree of freedom of
single photons, and exploits the possibility of detecting not only the horizontal polarization,
as in [6], but also the vertical one. The resulting scheme largely outperforms the original
automaton for smaller values of the mean number of sent photon h Nc i. In addition, we
have extended the results previously found with a detailed analysis of the conditions for
which such 1qfa can work with high reliability. We have evaluated the minimum number
of photons that must be sent in order to solve faithfully the inherent binary discrimination
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problem. As one would expect, the minimum h Nc i is smaller for the automaton that relies
on the new strategy based on the V detector.
In our analysis, we have discussed the presence of dark counts in the detection of
both strategies, and we have evaluated their effects both on the probability of error and on
the minimum h Nc i. Eventually, we also examined a joint strategy in which we combine
both the H and the V detection, which can indeed be used at no additional cost. We have
therefore proved that when the number of sent photon is constrained to small values, the V
detection version of the 1qfa should be preferred.
Our results pave the way to the effective implementation of 1qfa using quantum
optical platform, thus opening the possibility of processing strings of input symbols using
feasible devices and, in turn, to introduce quantum languages and compare the complexity
of classes of languages in classical and quantum cases. More generally, as the assessment
of the actual power of quantum computers is one of the most significant challenges of
quantum technology, implementing quantum automata provides a relevant arena to better
understand the computing capabilities offered by quantum devices.
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